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A built-in three-in-one screen-printed electrode assembly containing nano bismuth species deposited
silver as working, pre-oxidized silver as reference and unmodified silver as counter electrodes
(designated as SPAgE-Binano), has been developed for simple electrochemical sensing of H2O2 in pH 7
phosphate buffer solution. The working electrode showed ~250 mV reduction in over-potential and a
two-fold increased peak current values for electrocatalytic reduction of H2O2 over the respective
unmodified silver working electrode (i.e. SPAgE) following a diffusion-controlled electron-transfer
mechanism. 50 nm sized Bi particles on SPAgE surface was seen in SEM picture of the working
electrode. Linear range of H2O2 detection from 100 µM to 5 mM, a sensitivity of 0.627 µA /mM and
detection limit (S/N = 3) of 56.59 µM were obtained. Finally, SPAgE-Binano sensor assembly was
utilized for cosmetic H2O2 determination, where obtained values and labeled values were in good
agreement with recovery in the range of 94.75101.03 %.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is an important chemical that has wide significance in food,
industry, biology, cosmetics, pharmaceutics and environment [1-4]. It is being effectively used as
disinfectant, antiseptic, oxidizer and propellant in rocket since many years [5,6]. It can be often found
in many day-to-day life cosmetic products such as hair dyes, hair and skin bleaches, conditioners,
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shampoos and rinses. For cosmetic human hair bleach, diluted H2O2 mixed with ammonium hydroxide
solution is used as a constituent [2]. H2O2 is also used in tooth whitening products and sold as an
antiseptic at concentrations of 3-10% [7]. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) recommends
H2O2 as a “substance generally recognized as safe (GRAS)” reagent for food and cosmetic with the
recommended concentration limit values of 80 ppm and 6% respectively [8]. Since H2O2 is an
aggressive oxidizer that can corrode many materials and damage human skin, higher concentration of
H2O2 (>20%) is considered to be highly hazardous. Hence, simple and sensitive detection of H2O2 in
commercial real samples is of paramount interest nowadays.
Conventional methods for the detection of H2O2 are often based on colorimetric [9-11] and
fluorescence [12-14] techniques. Since hydrogen peroxide is lack of chromospheres, it is highly
difficult to determine by the conventional techniques without any derivatization procedure. For
instance, presence of H2O2 is monitored by colorimetry in two steps: (i) oxidizing the iodide to iodine
by H2O2 in acidic medium and (ii) quantitative bleach of toluidine blue to white by the iodine at 628
nm [11]. Similarly, a fluorescence probe, para-hydroxyphenyl acetic acid (HPAA) coupled with horse
radish peroxidase (HRP) enzyme system was reported for a fluorescence spectroscopy based H2O2
quantification assay [12]. Unfortunately, the conventional methods are involved with tedious working
procedures and time consuming off-line sample preparations. On the other hand electrochemical
technique offers rapid and simple detection methodology for H2O2. This technique allows the use of
disposable screen-printed electrode (SPE), which has low cost and bulk producible properties and
useful for on-site analytical measurements [15]. The purpose of the present study is to establish a
simple, sensitive and reliable analytical method for the quantification of hydrogen peroxide in
cosmetic products in the physiological/neutral pH, neutral pH is chosen in this case as all the cosmetics
are formulated to accommodate with that of the human body condition.
In general, two different electrochemical detection methodologies were reported in literature
for H2O2, namely; (i) Bio-electrochemical sensor, where HRP [16], Hemoglobin [17] and Cytochrome
C [18] enzyme modified electrodes, and (ii) non-enzyme based approach, in which metal/metal oxides
modified electrodes viz., Au [19,20], Pt [21,22], Cu [23-27], Ag [28,29] or molecular complexes such
as Prussian Blue [30] and methyl viologen [31] were taken as working electrodes. Considering the
cost, stability, reproducibility and enzymeless electrochemical methods, Cu and Ag based electrodes
are a better choice for H2O2 detection. Nevertheless, since the copper has affinity to form metal
complex with some of the cosmetic ingredients, for example, hydroxybenzoate [23] (see section 2.4)
and involved in catalytic oxidation of aroma ingredients [25] (perfume), it is not desirable to use
copper as a working electrode for the cosmetic real sample analysis. Hence in this work, we are
introducing Bi nanoparticles electrodeposited screen-printed silver working electrode (designated as
SPAgE-Binano) along with in-built counter and reference electrodes as an efficient hydrogen peroxide
sensor over silver screen-printed electrode for cosmetic H2O2 real sample analysis.
There are many reports on the determination of H2O2 from different sources using silver
nanoparticles modified conventional electrodes in physiological solution [32-34], however, to the best
of our knowledge there are no reports available using metallic silver screen-printed electrode as an
underlying substrate. The advantages of using metallic screen-printed electrodes are its mass
production capability, flexible SPE designs useful for single users for real time analysis and rapid
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detection [35,36]. Further, most of the bulk bismuth modified electrodes are utilized for the anodic
stripping voltammetry (ASV) detection of heavy metals, all in acidic medium [37-40]. A Bi modified
single crystal gold, Au(111) electrode for the reduction of H2O2 says that among different
configurations of Bi formed over the electrode surface and only certain configurations are active for
catalytic reduction of H2O2 [41]. However, the formation of Bi film and the reduction of H2O2 are
reported in acidic medium in addition to the usage of the expensive gold electrode. Further, preparation
of AuSPE is again expensive compared to the above said Cu and Ag based electrodes. Hence in order
to reduce the cost of the silver electrode in this work, bismuth metal was modified in the nano form
over the SPAgE and to determine the H2O2 at a low potential over the corresponding silver electrode,
from the cosmetic samples in the physiological solutions with enhanced stability compared to the
SPAgE as such.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1. Chemicals and reagents
Hydrogen peroxide (35%), sodium phosphate, sodium phosphate monobasic, phosphoric acid,
sodium hydroxide, nitric acid and the bismuth standard solutions were purchased from Sigma (St.
Louis, MO. USA) and used as received. Aqueous solutions were prepared using millipore deionized
water. Stock solutions of 0.1 M hydrogen peroxide and 100 ppm bismuth were prepared using 0.1 M
pH 7 PBS and 0.1 M HNO3 electrolyte solutions respectively and stored in refrigerator.
2.2. Apparatus and procedure
All the experiments were carried out with a CHI 821b electrochemical workstation (Austin,
TX, USA). Preparation of homemade built-in three-in-one screen-printed silver electrode assembly
(SPAgE) consists of an Ag-working (a), an Ag/AgxO pseudo-reference electrode (b) and an Agcounter electrode (c), where semi-automatic screen-printer was used to print a conducting silver ink
(Acheron, Japan) on a flexible polypropylene film (50 mm × 70 mm) as previously reported [45]. The
silver film was cured at 100°C for 10 minutes and then an insulating over layer was printed as a second
layer on the silver or carbon printed surface, leaving a working area of diameter 3 mm (0.0707 cm2)
along with a counter and a pseudo-reference electrodes as semicircles (Figure 3A). Screen-printed
carbon electrode (SPCE) is also prepared by the above procedure, where, instead of the silver, carbon
ink (Acheron, Japan) was used. Initial experiments were carried out with SPAgE part as working,
conventional Ag/AgCl as reference and 2 mm dia platinum disc as counter electrodes. The
pretreatment procedure for the built-in pseudo-reference part (to convert Ag as Ag/AgxO) is similar to
our earlier report [46]. For the calibration plot and real sample analyses, the built-in three-in-one
electrode assembly was directly used. Potential difference between standard Ag/AgCl reference and
built-in Ag/AgxO pseudo-reference electrode was 350 mV (Epseudoref – EAg/AgCl =350 mV). Field
emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) characterization for the working samples, was done
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using Carl Zeiss SMT instrument and the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was carried
out using Omicron ESCA spectrometer (Germany) with a monochromatic Al Ka X-ray source. All the
XPS spectrum were calibrated with a C 1s standard with binding energy (B.E) value = 284.6 eV. XPS
peak 41 software program was used for the curve-fitting analysis. Electrochemical experiments were
all carried out without deaerating the electrolyte. The H2O2 reduction peak current values were
measured from the difference between the cathodic peak current values obtained in presence and
absence of H2O2.
2.3. Preparation of nano Bi modified SPAgE
The SPAgE-Binano working electrode was prepared by continuous potential cycling of SPAgE
in the window of –0.6 to 0.3 V versus Ag/AgCl for twenty cycles (n =20) in the presence of 100 ppm
bismuth (100 ppm bismuth taken from the 1000 ppm standard Bi solution) containing 0.1 M HNO3
bath solution (optimal). XPS result given in section 3.1, Figure 2, confirms the formation of Binano on
the working electrode. After the Bi film formation, the SPAgE-Binano is taken out from the deposition
bath, washed with copious amount of water and pretreated in 0.1 M pH 7 PBS in the potential window
of +0.2 to -0.8 V versus Ag/AgCl using cyclic voltammetry (CV) for n=10 cycles. Meanwhile, control
experiment was also carried out with the deposition of Bi on screen-printed carbon electrode surface
(designated as SPE-Bi). Note that the bulk Bi deposition was usually accompanied with non-alloying
type electrode surface like carbon with large over-potential for the Bi3+ ion deposition [47], while Binano
is often operated at -0.5 to 0 V versus Ag/AgCl on single crystal metallic substrate [48]. For the
physicochemical characterization purpose, SPAgE-Binano sample, which shows higher current response
prepared by potentiostatic polarization method, was taken.

2.4. Cosmetic H2O2 real sample analysis
Three cosmetic real samples labeled without (#1) and with (#2 and #3) H2O2 were obtained
from a local hair salon. Respective % of labeled H2O2 values are; 0%, 8.96% and 11.97%. Other
ingredient present in the cosmetic samples are: cetylstearyl alcohol, cetrimonium chloride, ceteareth20, castor oil, methylparaben (Methyl 4-hydroxybenzoate), perfume (aroma compounds), phenacetin
(N-(4-Ethoxyphenyl)acetamide), phosphoric acid and simethicone (Poly(dimethylsiloxane). The
cosmetic real samples were having the solution pH of ~ 7. In the sample preparation procedure; small
amount of real sample was directly mixed with suitable volume of 0.1 M pH 7 PBS and ultrasonicated
for 10 min. In the case of samples #1 and #2, 0.25 g of each cosmetic sample was weighed and mixed
with 10 mL of 0.1 M pH 7 PBS. 100 µL of the above solutions were diluted further with 10 mL 0.1 M
pH 7 PBS (calculated final dilution factor = 4000). Similarly the sample #3 was prepared by taking 0.1
g of the cosmetic product with a dilution factor of 10000. Standard addition approach was adopted for
the real sample analysis, where the real sample combined with standard concentrations of hydrogen
peroxide, were taken for the analysis.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Physico-chemical characterizations
The SEM images of unmodified SPAgE (A) and nano Bi modified SPAgE (B and C)
designated as SPAgE-Binano are shown at different magnifications are given in Figure 1 (Figure 1C is
the magnified image of Figure 1B) .

B

A

nano

AgSPE flakes(W.E)

Bi

crystals on AgSPE(W.E)

C

nano

Bi

crystals on AgSPE(W.E)

Figure 1. SEM pictures of unmodified SPAgE (A), Binano modified SPAgE (B) and magnified image
of B (C) at different magnifications. W.E = Working electrode.

The morphology of the SPAgE sample exhibits smooth flakes of approximately 1 m diameter
formed randomly over the underlying substrate with few voids of dimension 0.5 m. The flake
surfaces were nearly smooth. Interestingly, the SEM image of SPAgE-Binano showed well defined
crystals of 50 nm size on the Ag flakes surface of the SPAgE’s electrode. This observation was
distinctly different from Binano modified carbon electrode, where continuous metallic film of Bi was
noticed [42]. The size of the nanoparticles was relatively larger over the Bi upd formed on single crystal
gold surface reported earlier [41], where crystallites size was ~1 nm in diameter. Further XPS analysis
showed detailed information about the bismuth species formed on the electrode surface.
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Figure 2A-D is the comparative XPS responses of SPAgE-Binano, SPAgE and SPCE-Binano for
the Ag 3d and Bi 4f core energy levels. Both the Ag and Bi cores showed doublet peaks corresponding
to Ag 3d5/2/3d3/2 and Bi 4f7/2/4f5/2 energy levels.

Figure 2. XPS patterns of Ag 3d and Bi 4f core energy levels for various screen-printed silver
electrodes.

For the species assignment, the 3d5/2 and Bi 4f7/2 energy levels were taken as references here.
SPAgE and SPAgE-Binano samples showed a Ag 3d5/2 peak binding energy values at 368 and 367.6 eV
respectively, corresponding to a silver metal (Ag0) and an alloyed silver-Bi (Ag0-Bi) species,
correlated to the silver microsphere (368 eV) [43]. The 0.5 eV negative BE shift value observed for
the Ag 3d5/2 peak after the Binano formation, agrees with the literature report [44]. The Bi 4f7/2 core
energy XPS showed two peaks at BEs 158.9 and 156.6 eV for the SPCE-Binano sample, which were in
close observation with the BE values of 159.4 and 156.9 eV corresponding to the bulk Bi metal and
Bi2O3 species for the Bi modified platinum electrode [44]. Calculated Binano:B2O3 species ratio on the
SPCE-Binano working surface was 79:21%. In the case of SPAgE-Binano, the BE values obtained for Bi
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4f7/2 are 158.6 and 156.2 eV. Wittstcok et al reported a BE value of 158.7 eV for the atmospheric air
exposed Biupd layer on a polycrystalline Pt surface with a BE of 159 eV, due to BiOOH/Bi(OH)3
species [44]. These BE values match with our SPAgE-Binano electrode and suggests formation of
surface confined Binano and oxy/hydroxides of bismuth with a % ratio of 95:5 on the screen-printed
silver electrode.

3.2. Electro-catalytic H2O2 reduction reaction
Figure 3 represents the comparative CV responses of (B) SPCE-Binano, (C) SPAgE and (D)
SPAgE-Binano in absence (dash line) and presence (solid line) of 1 mM H2O2 at a scan rate (v) of 50
mV/s, uniformly.

Figure 3. Picture of built-in three-in-one silver screen-printed electrode assembly (A). Comparative
CV responses of various screen-printed silver electrodes without and with 1 mM H2O2 in pH 7
PBS at a scan rate of 50 mV/s.

All the experiments in this work were done with CV rather than other voltammetry technique,
since this is the initial study of utilizing a SPAgE for the determination of H 2O2 from cosmetic
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samples. Exact mechanism for the CV response of the Bi alloy system in this work is unknown for us
now. Further work is in progress for extensive mechanism study to extend the findings with advanced
quantitative techniques. The SPCE-Binano showed highly irreversible reduction peak at -0.8 V versus
Ag/AgCl which was assigned for the reduction of bulk Bi2O3 impurity. The SPCE-Binano yields 20%
increase in the peak current value in the presence of H2O2 without any alteration in the peak potential
at -0.8 V. This observation denotes high over-potential for the H2O2 reduction reaction on the Binano
modified electrode. Further, H2O2 reduction on unmodified SPAgE showed a shoulder like peak at -0.6
V (Figure 3C). Meanwhile, the bare SPAgE-Binano showed feeble anodic peak at 0 V and a sharp
counter peak at -0.35 V versus Ag/AgCl corresponding to a quasi-reversible behavior of the
BinanoBi2O3+3e- reaction [44]. We predict that the peak that appears at 0 V and -0.35 V versus
Ag/AgCl that was absent in the SPCE-Binano may be due to the formation of Ag-Bi alloy.

Figure 4. Effect of scan rate on the CV response of SPAgE-Binano with 1 mM H2O2 in pH 7 PBS (A)
and a plot of cathodic peak current (ipc) versus square root of scan rate (v1/2) (B).

It may also be noted that there are no precise matching report available in the literature for the
Bi, its oxide and the alloy of Bi with Ag peaks in the neutral pH. Interestingly, the SPAgE-Binano yields
two fold increase in the cathodic peak current at -0.35 V over the unmodified electrode (SPAgE) in
presence of H2O2. Calculated over-potential reduction value was 250 mV. These experimental
observations clearly indicate mediated reduction of the H2O2 on the bulk screen-printed modified
working electrode.
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Effect of scan rate for the electro-catalytic H2O2 reduction on SPAgE-Binano is given in Figure
4A, where systematic increase in cathodic peak current (ipc) against increase in the scan rate was
observed. Plot of ipc versus square root of scan rate (v1/2), yielded linear line with a slope value of 0.53
(Figure 4B), which is closer the ideal value for the diffusion controlled electron-transfer reaction.

Figure 5. Effect of H2O2 concentration on the CV response of SPAgE-Binano at a scan rate of 50 mV/s
in pH 7 PBS (A) and a plot of peak current, ipc versus H2O2 concentration (B).

The effect of H2O2 concentration on SPAgE-Binano assembly coupled with the built-in
Ag/AgXO pseudo-reference electrode as in Figure 5A. Increase in the H2O2 concentration starting
from 100 M to 5 mM showed a gradual increase in the reduction peak current values. Constructed
calibration plot, base-line corrected peak current (ipc) versus concentration of H2O2 ([H2O2]) was linear
with a slope and regression coefficient values of 0.627 µA/mM and 0.9995 respectively. In order to
check the reproducibility of the working electrode, the three-in-one electrode assembly was subjected
to ten independent CV runs with 0.2 and 0.5 mM of H2O2 concentrations repeatedly. Relative standard
deviation value (RSD) of 1.2% and 2.7% respectively were obtained (Figure S1), evidences the
appreciable reproducibility and stability of the built-in three-in-one screen-printed silver electrode in
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this study. Calculated detection limit (S/N=3) value was 56.59 µM, which is comparable to the
previous Cu-metal based H2O2 detection systems [24,26].
3.3. Real sample analysis
Finally the SPAgE-Binano was subjected to H2O2 detection in three different cosmetic real
samples (#1#3). Typical CV responses of the real sample #1 and #3 are given in Figure 6A and B
respectively. The calibration responses without the real samples (R) were also given for comparison in
the figures.

Figure 6. CV responses for the H2O2 analysis of cosmetic real samples(R) #1 and #3 on SPAgE-Binano
as such (blank), without (R) and with (R+N, n=0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 mM) known addition of
[H2O2] by standard addition approach. Other working conditions are as in the Figure 5.

As can be seen in Figure 6A, the CV response without and with real sample #1 gave identical
peak current values, indicates absence of any H2O2 content within the cosmetic formulation, as labeled.
On the other hand, upon spiking the real sample #3, specific increase in the peak current on top of the
quasi-reversible peak that was obtained for the SPAgE-Binano was noticed. Typical standard addition
analysis results were shown in the Figure 6A and 6B. Calculated quantitative parameters are tabulated
in Table 1. Based on the data, original detected values for the real samples #1 #3 are 0%, 0.95% and
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0.49% respectively. After correcting the dilution factors, calculated H2O2 content values are 0%,
8.86% and 11.34%, which are in good agreement with the labeled values of 0%, 8.96% and 11.97%
respectively for the real samples, revealing that the built-in three-in-one screen-printed electrode
assembly proposed in this work is highly efficient for the H2O2 detection. Calculated recovery values
for the assay were in the window of 94.75 101.03 %, thereby supporting the reliability of the assays
for the practical samples (Table 1).
Table 1. Results of the cosmetic H2O2 real sample analyses obtained using a built-in SPAgE-Binano
assembly by cyclic voltammetry in pH 7 PBS.
Sample Original detected value Added
(mM)a
(mM)
#1
Nil
0.5
1.0
2.0

Found
(mM)
0.500±0.105
0.998±0.012
1.933±0.056

#2

0.953±0.011

1.895±0.015 94.75±0.74
2.960±0.072 100.35±2.39
4.824±0.045 96.49±0.89

#3

0.488±0.009

1.0
2.0
4.0

Recovery
(%)
100.13±2.10
99.79±1.24
96.64±2.79

0.5
0.992±0.023 100.80±2.28
1.5
2.021±0.060 102.20±2.99
2.5
2.919±0.043 97.37±1.44
a
Detected value after dilution factor: #1 = 0%, #2 = 8.86 %±0.27, #3 = 11.34
%±0.59
Dilution factors for samples #1 = 4000; #2 = 4000 and #3 = 10,000. Products labeled
values are: 1 = 0%, #2 = 8.96 % and #3 = 11.97 %

4. CONCLUSIONS
Bismuth nanoparticles deposited built-in three-in-one screen-printed silver as a working
electrode along with screen-printed silver as a reference and a counter electrodes assembly has been
demonstrated for the first time for detection of H2O2 from cosmetic samples. Scanning electron
microscope characterization of the working electrode showed bismuth particles of size ~50 nm on
flake like structure of the printed silver. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic investigation reveals the
existence of Binano along with BiOOH/Bi2O3 species on the working electrode surface. The nano
bismuth modified electrode showed efficient electro-catalytic reduction of H2O2 with 250 mV
reduction in the over-potential compared to the respective unmodified electrode, SPAgE in pH 7
phosphate buffer solution. A diffusion controlled electron transfer mechanism was observed for the
H2O2 reduction on the working electrode surface with reproducible peak current and a relative standard
deviation value of 2.6% (for the 1 mM [H2O2]). Finally, H2O2 detection assays were successfully
demonstrated for three cosmetic real samples using the nano bismuth modified electrode assembly. The
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detected and labeled H2O2 concentrations were in good agreement. Calculated recovery values for the
assays were in the range of 94.75101.03%. Since, the nano bismuth coated disposable screenprinted silver electrode assembly offers simple detection approach with low cost electrode
manufacturing procedures; it can be extendable for various H2O2 real samples.
Supplementary data: Plot of peak current versus number of runs for the repeated CV detection of 0.5
and 2 mM H2O2 detection assays using a SPAgE-Binano in pH 7 PBS (Figure S1).

Figure S1. Plot of peak current versus number of runs, for the repeated CV of 0.5 and 2 mM H2O2
detection using a SPAgE-Binano in pH 7 PBS.
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